
I DON T BELIEVE IN GHOSTS

For example, take ghost stories. I don't believe in ghosts and disembodied spirits. I used to believe in them, and I can
remember how thrilling it.

It is year-old Schollain who sits and listens to hours of recordings from investigations, picking out messages
from the other side that, Gerhold explains, are hard for the human ear to pick up at the time. If your
imagination is inert and sullen in the face of business or politics or adultery among the artists or the perils
threatening the environment, but takes fire at the thought of ghosts and vampires and witches and demons,
then feed the flames, feed the flames. Then, led by the museum director, a handful of us descend into the
bowels of the museum to begin our very first EVP session. Everyone who wants to participate is given the
chance to ask questions, and each person's questions give a bit of insight into his or her character; some want
to get inside the mind of a ghost. I don't take much notice of critics, except when they praise me extravagantly.
So I want to write stories about subjects like that. I do believe, however, in disturbing places: there are houses
that feel as if they're haunted. In the realm of paranormal investigation, EVPâ€”which stands for "electronic
voice phenomenon"â€”is the practice of entering a potentially haunted place and making a series of inquiries
of its resident spirits. Making the will do the work of the imagination is a wearisome and melancholy task, and
it would drive you mad with despair in no time if you let it. The trouble is that such tales have to convince you
on the supernatural level as well as on the mundane. But my imagination doesn't. Well, yes. That's just
residual radiation from the big bang. I might want to explore family relationships or moral dilemmas or social
problems or political questions that are entirely free of the fantastic, the ghostly, the uncanny. But that's
another story. When I meet the men and women of Northern Paranormal Investigations NPI at Vancouver's
former morgue and autopsy facility, they're unpacking mysterious but expensive-looking gear from more than
a dozen Pelican cases, each wearing matching T-shirts emblazoned with their logo. With a string of lights
ranging from green to red, the device is designed to pick up electricity around the ghost hunters. Nothing
catches. One team member tells the story of a night spent in "a private residence" where, during an EVP
session, their REMpodâ€”a device which allegedly interacts with the electromagnetic fields given off by
ghostly presencesâ€”went crazy. Everything about the act of writing fiction is an exercise of absolute and
despotic power. Of particular interest to the group is a clip that, to my untrained ears sounds like a stomach
growling, but which NPI claims is a voice saying the cryptic phrase, "Becky saw it. There were lights on in the
flats above, but none of the building's residents had been made privy to the investigation. My daylight mind,
the conscious and responsible me, might want to write stories about people who seem entirely real in
situations that seem utterly plausible. But I am also persuaded by an explanation that has nothing to do with
ghosts. But these faculties must work under direction; there's no discussion, and there are no votes. The
landlord went to turn on the lights, only to find the fuse had tripped, before everyone hastily piled out of the
cellar, grabbing the un-rung bell on the way out. Just tell us to go, even. This will rank among the most
exciting discoveries of the evening. Others want to help. Image assets via Wikipedia Commons.


